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Annals of a Warming Planet

Where We Stand on
Climate

December 11, 2020

By Bill McKibben

Subscribers to The Climate Crisis newsletter received this piece in their in-boxes. Sign up to receive future installments.

ve been writing this column for almost a year now, trying to shine a light on many of the climate crisis’s facets.

Once in a while, it’s important to pull back and try to put it all in perspective. Now is such a time: this month

marks the !fth anniversary of the Paris climate summit; we’ve more or less survived the Trump Administration, with

an incoming Administration promising a new approach; and we’re less than a year away from what will be the next

great global climate meeting, in Glasgow, Scotland. (On a personal note, I’m subsiding into emeritus status at 350.org,

the climate campaign I helped found, and I turn sixty this week—since I started writing my !rst book about all this

when I was twenty-seven, this milestone means that I’ve spent four-!fths of my adult life wrestling with the climate

problem.) Where do we stand? Take a deep breath.

The consequences of climate change are unjustly reversed:
the less you did to cause it, the sooner and harder you feel
its effects. Photograph by Jeff J. Mitchell / Getty
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All discussions of the climate crisis start with science, and the science is grim. Despite a La Niña wave cooling the

global temperature in 2020, this year will vie for the hottest on record. It’s already seen what could be the highest

temperature ever reliably recorded (a hundred and thirty degrees, in California), and devastating wild!res in Australia,

Siberia, the American West, and South America, where about a quarter of the Pantanal, the largest wetland on earth,

burned. Thirty named storms formed in the Atlantic, leading to a record hurricane season.

But those dramatic moments obscure the more devastating and silent changes. The Australia-based climatologist

Andrew Glikson recently catalogued some of them for Arctic News: over the past four decades, the globe’s tropical

zones have expanded by about two degrees latitude. The “shift of climate zones toward the poles,” Glikson writes, “is

changing the geography of the planet.” June saw the temperature top a hundred degrees in Verkhoyansk, Siberia, likely

the highest ever recorded above the Arctic Circle. As northern sea ice melts, the jet stream weakens, allowing warm air

masses to penetrate farther north; one result this year has been the !res in Siberia—which began burning the peatlands

that hold huge stores of carbon. In Australia, the tropical zone of the north is pushing farther south, and the coastal

population centers are ever hotter and drier. The implacable rise of the oceans is accelerating, and some of the most

important physical systems on the planet seem at tipping points: in the Amazon, where deforestation is escalating

under Jair Bolsonaro’s Brazilian government, researchers say that a twenty- to twenty-!ve-per-cent loss of forest cover

could trigger large areas of the forest to become savannah; at the moment, the !gure is about seventeen per cent.

People caused the climate crisis, of course, but the de!nition of which people gets more precise over time. Research

indicates that the wealthiest ten per cent of the world’s population—those with net incomes above thirty-eight

thousand dollars a year—account for more than half of all carbon emissions. The wealthiest one per cent produce more

than twice the carbon that the poorest !fty per cent do. But the effects of climate change are unjustly reversed: the less

you did to cause it, the sooner and harder you feel its effects. Last month, when Hurricanes Eta and Iota hit Central

America, the damage was “beyond compare,” Admiral Craig Faller, of the U.S. Southern Command, which was helping

relief efforts, told the Times. “There are some estimates of up to a decade just to recover,” he said. Before then, displaced

Hondurans and Guatemalans may trek in large numbers to the southern border of the United States, the Times reports,

presenting a test for a Biden Administration that “may !nd it politically difficult to welcome a surge of migrants.”

Those migrants would only be, however, part of an advance guard; estimates for the number of climate migrants

around the world by 2050 range between twenty-!ve million and a billion people.

To put it simply, the temperature is increasing steadily and at a pace scientists had predicted. (The latest !gures from

Columbia University’s James Hansen and other climate scientists suggest an acceleration of warming over the past few

years.) “We have entered a new climate,” the meteorologist Jeff Masters, a contributor to Yale Climate Connections,

said last week. “Heat is energy and when everything else comes together,” he added, “things are going to go bonkers.”

Given the pace of physical change, the question becomes how fast societies can move to counter it. So far, the signs are

not encouraging: emissions of carbon dioxide and methane continued to rise through 2019. They dipped in 2020,

https://www.cnn.com/2020/12/02/world/climate-change-effects-wmo-2020-intl/index.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/08/17/climate/death-valley-hottest-temperature-on-earth.html
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-australia-53549936
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/10/13/climate/pantanal-brazil-fires.html
https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2020-hurricane-season-overview/
https://arctic-news.blogspot.com/2020/12/polar-ward-climate-zones-shift-and-consequent-tipping-points.html
https://www.iflscience.com/environment/accelerating-rates-of-deforestation-in-the-amazon-could-see-an-area-the-size-of-london-cleared-this-month-alone/
https://reliefweb.int/report/world/carbon-emissions-richest-1-percent-more-double-emissions-poorest-half-humanity
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/12/04/world/americas/guatemala-hurricanes-mudslide-migration.html
http://www.columbia.edu/~jeh1/mailings/2020/20200115_Temperature2019.pdf
https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2020-hurricane-season-overview/
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during the pandemic shutdowns, but the curve is now back on the upswing. Still, we do seem to be approaching an

in$ection point—a peak in the burning of hydrocarbons—that the pandemic may have moved forward a little. For a

decade, engineers have been steadily driving down the cost of solar and wind power and of the batteries required to

store it. This is now the cheapest power in the world, which opens up possibilities that didn’t previously exist for rapid

and mass-scale change; electric cars, to give one example, are quickly transitioning from expensive toys to cheaper,

better consumer products. Joe Biden, in other words, has far more scope for decisive action than Barack Obama did,

just four years ago, though a Senate left in Majority Leader Mitch McConnell’s hands would make acting on that

opportunity difficult.

You can tell that something’s shifting, because a variety of leaders—in politics and business—have begun making new

promises. “2050” has become a rallying cry, as in, “by 2050, we’ll be net zero” or “by 2050, we’ll be carbon-neutral.”

China made such a pledge this fall and, though it chose 2060 as its deadline, that was nevertheless a huge change in

policy. But both timelines are too slow. Since physics sets the terms of this debate, we need scientists, not politicians, to

tell us the pace we need to hit, and here the numbers are stark. In Paris, in 2015, the world committed to trying to hold

the increase in global temperature to as close as possible to 1.5 degrees Celsius above preindustrial levels. Last week,

the World Meteorological Organization said that the current rise stands at 1.2 degrees, with at least a one-in-!ve

chance that we will see an annual average above 1.5 degrees before 2024.

Two years ago, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change warned that, to have any chance of meeting that Paris

target, we’d need to see a “fundamental societal and systems transitions and transformations” of energy systems by

2030, which it de!ned as cutting emissions by half. 2030 is now nine years away. That’s thirty-six quarters of a business

cycle, one-and-a-half Senate terms in Washington, or nearly two !ve-year plans for Beijing; new data show that to

meet that target our fossil-fuel production has to drop at least six per cent a year. But our leverage over where the

earth’s temperature will eventually settle dwindles with each passing year, because feedback loops beyond our control

are starting to intervene. For example, America’s emissions from transportation fell sharply during the pandemic, but

that entire decline has been erased by the carbon released in the brutal !res in the West.

So the right metaphor for where we are now is a race—one that we are losing. We can’t actually win it, in the sense that

we’ve already done so much damage, and far more is locked in for the future. But, if we act with daring and haste in the

decade ahead, we can still achieve a world in which the temperature rises by two degrees Celsius or less, instead of by

three or four or more—and that could easily make the difference between a civilization that survives and one that

collapses.

The key contestants in this race are the fossil-fuel industry and the movements that have arisen to stop it. The balance

of power between them determines how bravely politicians will act and how fast investment will switch to renewable

energy. There’s no doubt about the eventual outcome: economics will dictate a switch to renewable power. But waiting

for economics to take its course guarantees that we will not make our deadlines. That’s precisely why activists have

https://www.newyorker.com/tag/coronavirus
https://www.newyorker.com/tag/joe-biden
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/09/23/world/asia/china-climate-change.html
https://public.wmo.int/en/media/press-release/2020-track-be-one-of-three-warmest-years-record
http://productiongap.org/
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been !ghting so many battles on so many fronts. Some of the most important, I think, include the !ghts to prevent

new fossil-fuel infrastructure, such as pipelines. There was a win on that front last week, as Bill de Blasio, the mayor of

New York, joined other officials in opposing the North Brooklyn fracked-gas pipeline. And there was a setback, as the

Minnesota Public Utilities Commission gave the go-ahead for the Canadian Line 3 tar-sands pipeline crossing the

state; campaigners led by indigenous activists blockaded that work last Friday.

There are also crucial !ghts to cut off the !nancing to the fossil-fuel industry: Stop the Money Pipeline (a campaign

that I helped launch) has had some initial success in pressuring big banks, asset managers, and insurance companies to

cease underwriting coal and oil and gas. (Bank of America just became the last of the major U.S. banks to declare the

Arctic off-limits for oil lending.) The fossil-fuel divestment campaign has seen some major victories, too: on

Wednesday, the New York State comptroller announced plans to divest the state’s pension fund, one of the largest in

the world. There are also campaigns for a “fossil-fuel non-proliferation treaty,” which just last week scored a success,

when Denmark announced that it would not license any new drilling in the North Sea. And there are efforts to

persuade ad agencies and public-relations !rms to stop green-washing the industry. All these campaigns are most

pointed in Europe, but they are spreading around the world.

Frontline communities and indigenous groups are in the lead, and the surge of youthful energy has de!ned this push:

from the Sunrise Movement to the Fridays for Future student strikes, it is those whose future is fully on the line who

have emerged as the most talented spokespeople—and the most demanding. (Greta Thunberg greeted Denmark’s news

that it would forgo future North Sea oil wells by pointing out that the country is going to keep pumping the ones

already in place; many of her colleagues issued a manifesto proclaiming, “World leaders have no right to speak about

net-zero by 2050 targets as if this is the height of ambition. Limiting our ambition to net-zero by 2050 is a death

sentence for many.”) This pressure aims, at heart, to do one thing: to shift the zeitgeist, so that the sense of what is

normal and natural and obvious changes and, with it, the decisions of politicians and investors.

There are signs that it is working. This summer, BP said that it would cut its production of oil and gas by forty per cent

over the next decade. That amount won’t be enough (and the announcement came with endless caveats), but the

decision still represents a new outlook for an industry that had grown steadily since the !rst oil well was drilled, in the

nineteenth century. Last week, Exxon announced that it will write down the value of its oil and gas !elds by twenty

billion dollars, essentially conceding that those !elds will never be pumped. It also said that it would cut spending on

fossil-fuel exploration each year through 2025: instead of the thirty billion dollars it planned to spend in 2021, it will

budget sixteen to nineteen billion. As recently as 2013, Exxon was the largest company in the world; this year, its

market cap was brie$y topped by Next Era Energy, a Florida-based renewables company.

There are a thousand other battles under way, of course: from arcane !ghts about carbon-accounting rules to plans for

helping farmers sequester more carbon in soils; from writing new building codes requiring energy efficiency to schemes

for assisting coal miners and oil!eld roustabouts in !nding new jobs in renewable power. But the central battle, at least

https://www1.nyc.gov/office-of-the-mayor/news/829-20/statement-mayor-bill-de-blasio-the-north-brooklyn-pipeline-project
https://stopthemoneypipeline.com/
https://fossilfueltreaty.org/
https://uk.reuters.com/article/denmark-oil/denmark-cancels-future-oil-and-gas-hunt-in-north-sea-idUKL8N2IJ6E3
https://www.cleancreatives.org/
https://www.businessinsider.in/business/corporates/news/two-protestors-barged-into-the-india-australia-match-ground-holding-signs-sbi-no-1b-adani-loan/articleshow/79441670.cms
https://www.newyorker.com/news/news-desk/the-optimistic-activists-for-a-green-new-deal-inside-the-youth-led-singing-sunrise-movement
https://twitter.com/gretathunberg/status/1334826022127218688
https://fridaysforfuture.org/fightfor1point5/promise/#form
https://www.bp.com/en/global/corporate/news-and-insights/press-releases/from-international-oil-company-to-integrated-energy-company-bp-sets-out-strategy-for-decade-of-delivery-towards-net-zero-ambition.html
https://earther.gizmodo.com/exxon-continues-unprecedented-tumble-1845781956
https://qz.com/1933992/how-nextera-energy-replaced-exxon-as-the-us-top-energy-company/
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for the next few years, is between Big Oil and Big Hope and Anger. We’ll get a better read on the state of play next

November, when nations gather in Glasgow. The pledges on the table will re$ect, with un$inching accuracy, the

balance of power between the fossil-fuel industry and the movements that challenge it.

Passing the Mic
Maria Lopez-Nuñez is the deputy director for organizing and advocacy at the Ironbound Community Corporation,

working for local development in a working-class neighborhood of Newark, New Jersey, and a leader in the successful

!ght to pass S232, the strongest environmental-justice measure in the United States. Signed by Governor Phil Murphy

in September, the law protects overburdened communities by requiring the state’s Department of Environmental

Protection to evaluate permits based on cumulative impacts of pollution. Lopez-Nuñez and her colleagues’ advocacy is

also the subject of a new documentary, “The Sacri!ce Zone.” (Our interview has been edited for length and clarity.)

Describe what it was like growing up in your part of New Jersey. When did you realize that Newark was

overburdened with polluting industries?

One day, at the Ironbound Community Corporation, we smelled something pungent. Wherever you pass over the

Ironbound, the main sight will be smokestacks. My whole life, I had smelled this smell. It was nauseating if I stopped

to think about it. My colleagues said we had to call it in to the Department of Environmental Protection. That was

when I started realizing that I’ve known that smell my whole life but never thought of it as a problem. That smell made

me realize the difference between neighborhoods like Newark and the suburbs, where there are all these trees and the

air actually smells clean. Racial justice has always been a part of my life, but at that moment I realized how insidious

environmental racism truly is.

It’s taken a long time to get this new law passed. What made it worth the !ght?

The New Jersey environmental-justice law is the !rst such law with rejection powers built into it. If an industry is

coming into a neighborhood that is already overburdened—as in the case of Newark’s Ironbound district, which has a

sewage-treatment plant, a fat-rendering plant, two power plants, a garbage incinerator, and a Superfund site—the state

rejects that permit. This law mandates that protection, which is what makes it groundbreaking. Giving the state the

power to say no—and, by extension, our community the power to say no—to dirty industry is hope for a better future.

Without it, we continue being sacri!ce zones. We continue being dumping grounds for what privileged people will not

accept in their own neighborhoods.

Do you think polluting industries will be located in wealthier, whiter communities, or do you suspect that

industries will now !gure out how to do their work with less pollution?

We don’t want to be in the position where toxic industry moves from our community to another. We never want to be

https://ironboundcc.org/
https://thesacrificezone.org/
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hurting anyone else. We want to improve the whole system and improve the way that all industry operates, to reconcile

the needs of the earth and the needs of people with business desires. We’re moving New Jersey and, hopefully, the

whole country forward in phasing out toxic industries and transforming them into industries that are more renewable

and sustainable. The goal of this bill is to make sure that we’re all protected, and it starts by protecting the most

vulnerable !rst.

Climate School
Companies such as Amazon and Nike say that they’re serious about !ghting climate change, but they remain part of

the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, which is working hard to elect two Republicans to the U.S. Senate from Georgia—

which, in turn, would guarantee that Mitch McConnell remains Majority Leader.

The Yale Center for Business and the Environment analyzed three “pollinator-friendly solar farms” in Minnesota,

which plant native grasses and wild$owers amid rows of solar panels. The study found an array of bene!ts, including

“higher energy output, from panel efficiency gains attributed to the cooler microclimate created by perennial

plantings.”

Sophie Yeo has a well-researched piece in HuffPost that turns the conventional wisdom on its head—if you want really

resilient sources of power during an emergency, renewables are probably better than more centralized generation.

We live in a new world in which subscribers underwrite the kind of great journalism that once depended mostly on

ads. This newsletter is free, but a subscription to The New Yorker supports it—and gets you access to the !nest

periodical writing in the English language. (And it gets contactlessly delivered to your house, even when there’s no

pandemic.)

Scoreboard
The number of low-income homes, mostly on the East Coast, that are susceptible to $ooding will triple by 2050,

owing to rising seas and heavier rains.

Student researchers from Cornell, the University of Chicago, the University of Edinburgh, and the University of

Cambridge spent the covid summer and fall on a useful project—creating a database evaluating the climate-policy

commitments of a hundred and ninety-three countries. It’s remarkably granular—and quite pointed. As they write,

students have “fewer institutional constraints” than international organizations, which have to please member nations,

so they so can more easily hold “large greenhouse gas emitters accountable through research.”

Southeast Alaska is always wet, but it’s never been this wet. There was record rainfall in Juneau and Haines, where a

truly massive landslide wiped out homes.

https://popular.info/p/corporate-america-will-spend-millions
https://cbey.yale.edu/research/maximizing-land-use-benefits-from-utility-scale-solar
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/renewables-clean-energy-climate-disasters_n_5fad67d1c5b6cae94043c56b
https://subscribe.newyorker.com/subscribe/splits/newyorker/NYR_NEWSLETTER_CM_UNIT?source=EDT_NYR_NEWSLETTER_0_ClimatCrisis_TextLink_ZZ
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/dec/01/climate-crisis-triple-flooding-threat-low-income-us-homes-by-2050
https://www.globalstudentpolicy.org/climate
https://www.alaskapublic.org/2020/12/02/landslides-and-rising-water-across-southeast-rain-breaks-records-and-keeps-falling/
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A new analysis from Health Affairs makes clear that we’ve been dramatically underestimating—by perhaps forty per

cent—the health-care costs associated with air pollution. Which means that stopping it makes even more economic

sense than we thought.

Warming Up
The University of Alabama biologist Gui Becker has a new entry for the micro-genre of scientists singing about

climate change. His song “Sorcery Science” is an angry lament that we’re not taking logic and reason seriously enough,

which seems—as the temperature climbs and the covid-19 death toll soars—a perfectly rational charge.

Bill McKibben is a founder of the grassroots climate campaign 350.org and a
contributing writer to The New Yorker. He writes The Climate Crisis, The New Yorker's
newsletter on the environment.
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Annals of a Warming Planet

Racism, Police
Violence, and the
Climate Are Not
Separate Issues

June 4, 2020

By Bill McKibben

!nd that lots of people are surprised to learn that, by overwhelming margins, the two groups of Americans who

care most about climate change are Latinx Americans and African-Americans. But, of course, those communities

tend to be disproportionately exposed to the effects of global warming: working jobs that keep you outdoors, or on the

move, on an increasingly hot planet, and living in densely populated and polluted areas. (For many of the same reasons,

these communities have proved disproportionately vulnerable to diseases such as the coronavirus.) One way of saying it

is that money buys insulation, and white people, over all, have more of it.

Over the years, the environmental movement has morphed into the environmental-justice movement, and it’s been a

Having a racist and violent police force in your
neighborhood is a lot like having a pollution-emitting
factory in your neighborhood. Photograph by Jim West / Alamy
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singularly interesting and useful change. Much of the most dynamic leadership of this !ght now comes from Latinx

and African-American communities, and from indigenous groups; more to the point, the shift has broadened our

understanding of what “environmentalism” is all about. John Muir, who has some claim to being the original modern

environmentalist, once explained that “when we try to pick out anything by itself, we !nd it hitched to everything else

in the Universe.” He was talking about ecosystems, but it turns out that he was more correct than he knew: the political

world is hopelessly (and hopefully) intertwined with the natural world. So, for instance, living in a community with

high levels of air pollution impairs human bodies—it raises blood pressure, increases cancer. But so does living in a

place with a brutal police force. As one study recently put it:

When faced with a threat, the body produces hormones and other signals that turn on

the systems that are necessary for survival in the short term. These changes include

accelerated heart rate and increased respiratory rate. But when the threat becomes

reoccurring and persistent—as is the case with police brutality—the survival process

becomes dangerous and causes rapid wear and tear on body organs and elevated allostatic

load. Deterioration of organs and systems caused by increased allostatic load occurs more

frequently in Black populations and can lead to conditions such as diabetes, stroke, ulcers,

cognitive impairment, autoimmune disorders, accelerated aging, and death.

Or, to put it another way, having a racist and violent police force in your neighborhood is a lot like having a coal-!red

power plant in your neighborhood. And having both? And maybe some smoke pouring in from a nearby wild!re?

African-Americans are three times as likely to die from asthma as the rest of the population. “I Can’t Breathe” is the

daily condition of too many people in this country. One way or another, there are a lot of knees on a lot of necks.

The job of people who care about the future—which is another way of saying the environmentalists—is to let everyone

breathe easier. But that simply can’t happen without all kinds of change. Some of it looks like solar panels for rooftops,

and some of it looks like radically reimagined police forces. All of it is hitched together.

Passing the Mic
Nina Lakhani is the environmental-justice reporter for the Guardian. Prior to that, she was a freelance reporter whose

work took her to many parts of the world, including Central America, where she chronicled the sad story told in her

new book, “Who Killed Berta Cáceres?” The interview has been edited for clarity and length.

Why was Berta Cáceres killed—what !ght was she involved in?

Berta Cáceres was murdered after leading a long campaign to stop construction of an internationally !nanced

hydroelectric dam on the Gualcarque River, in Rio Blanco, western Honduras. The Agua Zarca Dam was among scores

of environmentally destructive mega projects in indigenous territories sanctioned by the post-coup government,

without the legally required consultation. The Gualcarque is considered sacred by the indigenous Lenca people, who

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5388955/
https://www.amazon.com/Who-Killed-Berta-Caceres-Indigenous/dp/1788733061?ots=1&tag=thneyo0f-20&linkCode=w50
https://www.newyorker.com/news/news-desk/the-death-of-berta-caceres
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rely on the river for food, medicine, water, and spiritual nourishment. The proposed dam would have diverted the river

from the Rio Blanco community, who are mostly subsistence farmers, ruining their sustainable lives and forcing them

to migrate to towns and cities—or the U.S.—in order to survive. The community asked Berta, who was the coördinator

of the Council of Popular and Indigenous Organizations of Honduras (copinh), to help them stop construction of the

dam through peaceful actions. This unleashed a wave of terror against her and the community, which included

harassment, defamation, trumped-up criminal charges, and dozens of threats. But they couldn’t silence her, so they

killed her, on March 2, 2016.

Somebody pulled the trigger—but who was behind that person?

Berta was hated by the powerful network of political, economic, religious, and military élites that controls Honduras.

We know that a hit squad, a group of poor young men, were paid to murder Berta: a gunman shot her dead in her

bedroom, close to midnight; another shot Gustavo Castro, a Mexican environmentalist and dear friend of Berta’s, who

was staying at her house. He was injured, but survived by playing dead. Also present was the getaway-car driver and a

former special-forces sergeant, who was coördinating the mission at the house. The trial, which took place in late 2018,

convicted those four and three others, whom I’d describe as middlemen. Don’t get me wrong—they played important

roles. But those who paid for and ordered the murder have not been prosecuted, even though the court ruled that Berta

was killed because her actions were delaying the dam construction and costing the Honduran company building the

dam, desa, money. David Castillo, the former executive president of the company, and a U.S.-trained former

intelligence officer, is the only person so far accused of masterminding the crime. He’s been in prison, awaiting trial, for

twenty-seven months. But the evidence strongly suggests that other company executives, who are members of one of

the country’s most powerful clans, should be investigated—yet none have even been formally questioned. [desa has

denied that Castillo or anyone else at the company was involved in the crime.] The possible role played by any state

officials—police, military, judges, prosecutors, and politicians—before, during, and after the murder has never been

investigated.

What can we say about the role indigenous communities play in protecting the environment?

Indigenous people across the world mobilize against damaging environmental activities to protect their sacred lands,

water, and traditional way of life, and they are involved in forty-one per cent of documented environmental con.icts,

according to a new study analyzing nearly three thousand community movements. Across the board, environmental

defenders face high rates of criminalization, physical violence, and assassination, but the risk is signi!cantly higher

when indigenous people are involved. In my experience reporting from across Mexico and Central America,

environmentally destructive projects—such as mining, dams, logging, and tourism resorts—are imposed on indigenous

communities without any consultation or compensation, and when they resist investors and politicians try to discredit

them as anti-development and anti-green energy. This simply isn’t true. Imposing these environmentally destructive

projects, including clean-energy projects, will destroy indigenous communities who could teach us so much about

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/03/world/americas/honduras-berta-caceres.html
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2020.102104
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sustainability.

Climate School
Organized labor is often lumped in with progressive groups as a champion of environmental progress, and, indeed,

many unions are engaged in the !ght for a Green New Deal. But, as the climate journalist Steve Horn reminds us, in

an incisive piece of reporting, other unions have continued to !ght for pipelines and other big fossil-fuel initiatives.

Some of them are joining with the former Obama Administration Energy Secretary Ernest Moniz in a coalition to

back “clean coal,” natural gas, and other fossil-fuel projects. It will be fateful to see which vision carries the day, as the

Democrats choose an energy future: the other pole is represented here, by Varshini Prakash, whom Senator Bernie

Sanders has named to the joint task force on climate that he formed with Joe Biden. (The chairs are Congresswoman

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez and the former Secretary of State John Kerry.)

A new study !nds that four more years of Donald Trump could delay global-emissions cuts by a decade, since it will

not just depress action here but give other leaders around the world a good excuse for inaction.

Another new study—this one headed by the senators Sheldon Whitehouse, of Rhode Island, Debbie Stabenow, of

Michigan, and Chuck Schumer, of New York—details the decades-long effort to stage a right-wing “capture” of the

American judiciary, helping to insure a rising number of court decisions protecting polluters.

Scoreboard
The number of birds in North America has fallen by a third since 1970, and climate change now seems to be making

long-distance migration—always something of a miracle—much more difficult.

A lot of oil companies are making promises to go “net zero” in emissions by 2050, and this trend has come in for

questions and critiques from environmental groups. That’s not a problem for ExxonMobil, though—always the hold-

my-beer champion of corporate irresponsibility. At last week’s shareholder meeting, Darren Woods, the chairman and

chief executive, said that there would be no such targets for the company. He also told shareholders that there are no

plans to invest in renewable energy, because the company has no “unique advantage” in the !eld. If nothing else,

ExxonMobil’s intransigence makes embarrassingly clear the failure of engagement strategies pursued by those who

have chosen to work with the company rather than to divest their shares, a group that includes New York State (under

the comptroller, Tom DiNapoli) and the Church of England.

On the world’s short list of truly bad ideas: .ying cars, which are apparently now under development at twenty

different companies, and which, as Kevin DeGood, of the Center for American Progress, says, would “represent the

technological apotheosis of sprawl and an attempt to eradicate distance as a fact of life for elites who are wealthy

enough to routinely let slip the bonds of gravity.”

https://www.desmogblog.com/2020/05/24/ernest-moniz-labor-fracking-clean-coal-geoengineering
https://twitter.com/VarshPrakash/status/1265725142908448770
https://www.carbonbrief.org/four-more-years-of-donald-trump-could-delay-global-emissions-cuts-by-10-years
https://www.democrats.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/Courts%20Report%20-%20FINAL.pdf
https://earther.gizmodo.com/migratory-birds-are-failing-to-adapt-to-climate-change-1843679357
https://www.axios.com/energy-companies-net-zero-pledges-climate-change-8e22cde5-1b0b-424b-b5f6-3e3bb7a1e60d.html
http://priceofoil.org/2020/04/17/as-shell-spins-a-commitment-to-net-zero-by-2050-critics-wave-red-warning-flags/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/powerpost/paloma/the-energy-202/2020/05/28/the-energy-202-exxonmobil-declines-to-set-long-term-climate-goal-bucking-oil-industry-trend/5ece8a9788e0fa6727006975/
https://www.osc.state.ny.us/press/releases/dec18/121718.htm
https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/economy/reports/2020/05/28/481148/flying-cars-will-undermine-democracy-environment/
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The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals ruled against several big oil companies, sending lawsuits seeking to hold them

responsible for the effects of climate change back to California state courts. The companies had argued that damage

from global warming was “speculative,” and that, in any event, Congress had urged them to produce more

hydrocarbons.

The United States consumed more energy from renewables than from coal last year—the !rst time this has happened

since the nineteenth century. Meanwhile, those who invested in fossil-fuel stocks have seen their value crater by more

than forty per cent in the !rst four months of this year, while investments in renewable energy grew more than two per

cent.

Warming Up
The former Times science reporter Andrew Revkin has been hosting what he calls “Sustain What?” Webcasts, with

Columbia University’s Earth Institute, to foster “online conversations and communities shaping solution-oriented

policy and personal paths amid wickedly intertwined challenges,” such as covid-19 and climate change. Late last

month, he invited the University of Alabama biologist Gui Becker, whom you can hear singing his own composition,

“Cataclysmic Chaos,” at 1:17:45 of this YouTube video.

Race, Policing, and Black Lives Matter Protests
The death of George Floyd, in context.
The civil-rights lawyer Bryan Stevenson examines the frustration and despair behind the
protests.
Who, David Remnick asks, is the true agitator behind the racial unrest?
A sociologist examines the so-called pillars of whiteness that prevent white Americans
from confronting racism.
The Black Lives Matter co-founder Opal Tometi on what it would mean to defund police
departments, and what comes next.
The quest to transform the United States cannot be limited to challenging its brutal
police.

https://triblive.com/news/wire-stories/big-oil-loses-appeal-as-climate-suits-go-to-california-courts/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-28/u-s-renewables-outstrip-coal-for-first-time-since-19th-century?sref=xpkx9tNh
https://www.ft.com/content/08675019-1386-49ac-a718-031d6ab85051
http://j.mp/sustainwhatlive
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lVI1rROsbFQ
https://www.newyorker.com/news/daily-comment/the-death-of-george-floyd-in-context?itm_content=footer-recirc
https://www.newyorker.com/news/q-and-a/bryan-stevenson-on-the-frustration-behind-the-george-floyd-protests?itm_content=footer-recirc
https://www.newyorker.com/news/daily-comment/an-american-uprising-george-floyd-minneapolis-protests?itm_content=footer-recirc
https://www.newyorker.com/books/page-turner/a-sociologist-examines-the-white-fragility-that-prevents-white-americans-from-confronting-racism?itm_content=footer-recirc
https://www.newyorker.com/news/q-and-a/a-black-lives-matter-co-founder-explains-why-this-time-is-different?itm_content=footer-recirc
https://www.newyorker.com/news/our-columnists/how-do-we-change-america?itm_content=footer-recirc
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Bill McKibben is a founder of the grassroots climate campaign 350.org and a
contributing writer to The New Yorker. He writes The Climate Crisis, The New Yorker's
newsletter on the environment.
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